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I. INTRODUC'I'ION In the rest of this Section we wiil briefly describe the new model we are

proposing. Next, in Sec. 11 we discuss the dynamical generation of quark mass,
In two previous papers [1, 2] we have presented a covariant NiL-like [3] model and in Sec. I11 present the exact form of the bound state equations and wave

which is manifestly covariant and which includes continmeat [4]. The quark- functions for pseudoscalar and vector meson states. In Sec. IV we discuss a family

antiquark (q4) interaction is a relativistic generalisation of a potential consisting of pion-like solutio_ (including the physical pion state) and in Sac. V present
of a constant plus a linear confining term, and has two functions: (i) it dynam- solutions for the other Unormal_ mesons. Section VI presents our conclusions and
ically generates quark mass through a Dyson equation for the quark self-energy, includes a discussion of the relation of this work to other recentwork, and some

and (ii) it binds qq pairs into mesons (and can be extended to include the de- details are given in the Appendix.
._ription of baryons as three quark states, but this extension has not yet been In this paper the kernel which describes the interaction of a quark q with

developed). As in the original NJL model (which, however, does not include momentum p_ = p + _P and an antiquark 4 with momentum p3 = p- ½P, as
confinement) our model guarantees that the dynamical generation of quark mass iHnstrated in Fig. 1, is written in the form

in the limit when the _bare_' °r undremed quark mass is exactly "er° (which 3{ __ }we will refer to as the chiral limit) must be accompanied by the existence of V(p,k) = Fl -F2] (2_r)s 6(p-k) C_72p + Vz,(p,k)ltl2 (1.1)
a pseudmcalar bound state of sero mass (the pion). This occurs because the

Dyson equation for the dynamical generation of quark mass and the equation where m is the mass of the on-shell quark (or antiquark), Ep = _/m 3 + f, C
for a pseudoscalar bound state of sero mare are identical in the limit when the
current quark mass is zero, and hence the existence of a solution for one implies
a solution for the other. In our previous papers we described in considerable de-
tail how the relativistic confining interaction is defined, and how the relativistic
equations are constructed in the general case. The equations are covariant, two p,=p_r

body equations with two channels: one with the qlar/: restricted to its posifive _. _l_.k._r

energy mass shell, and one with the antiql,rk t_tricted to its neiative energy t-_j=m ! l'__
mass shell. The equations and model will be reviewed as needed below, but for ffi '
an introductory discussion of all of these ideas the reader is referred to Refs. [1, ,__ te*-]r
2]. _ ,

-,p---r

In our original work, we assumed that the entire Dirac structure of the rel-

mations of the chiral U(I) group. Later, _n Ref. [2] we realised that, because of ffi
the constraint given in Eq. (1.3) below, it was not necemary for the purely linear
part of the confining interaction to be chirally invariant, permiting us to use this
model to explain the small mass of the pion even when _e linear potential is a
scalar interaction in Dirac space, and hence breaks chiral s_lmmetryi, it is the
purpose of this paper to explore this attractive possibility further. As part of

this exploration, we present numerical solutions for the first few bound states of Figure 1: Diagramatic representation of the coupled channel bound state
both light and heavy mesons, which encourage the belief that, after the addi- equations with the momenta and channel numbers labeled. The particle
tion of the one gluon exchange mechanism (not discussed here), this model will which is on shell is marked with an ×, and for channel 1 it is the quark
both (i) provide a natural explanation of how the mass of the pion approaches and for channel 2 the antiquark. The wide shaded line connecting the two
sero in the chiral limit, and (it) explain the entire spectrum of the _normal" quarks represents the interaction kernel, which is a sum of constant plus
mesons. A'detailed discussion of the entire meson spectrum is postponed until linear terms.
the one-gluon-exchange mechanism has been added to the model.
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is a constant, 7# are the Dirac gamma matrices, and Fa = ½As are the S[/(3) II. DYNAMICAL GENERATION OF QUARK MASS
color matrices. The kernels V and VL are functions of tile relative four-momenta

(p and It) with energy components which depend on which quark is on shell, Quark mare is dynamically generated by the interaction given in Eq. (1.1).
as discussed in Eq. (3.3). Note that both the relative four momentum and the The equation for the quark self energy predicted by this interaction can be oh-

magnitude of the relative three-momentum will be denoted by p; the distinction tained by starting with the four-dimensional Dyson equation:

should be clear from the context. The subscripts 1 and 2 on the Dirac matrices /d4k{ [ Vc(p, k) ] [ VL(p, lt) ]}7 # and on the 4 x 4 unit matrix 1 label the particle on which the matrices act. E(p) = -i _ 7_ me- jb + E(it) - i_ 7# + me- tb + E(it)- i_
On color singlet state_, with the color flowing in the directions labeled in Fig. 1,
the color operator FI - IP2has the value (2.1)

4 where Vc(p, lc) is the (undefined) font-dimensional analogue of (27)S6(p-

Fs-F2 = _. (1.2) k) _ C, and me is the current quark mass, equal to zero in the chiral limit.
Note that the color factor has been eliminated using (1.2).

The function VL(p, It) is the momentum space representation for the linear, con- Using the general form of the self energy,
fining potential and is discussed in detail in Section !!I. For now it is sufficient

to note that it satisfies the constraint E(p) = AbEv(p 2) + Es(p_), (2.2)

j[ _daItYL(p,k)= 0 (1.3) Eq. (2.1)can be reduced to

E(p) =_+/ d4it {Vc(p, it)t4m(it')-2 _tl-VL(p, It)[m(+')+illUsing the specific form of Vt given in Section Iii, and taking the limit m ---, 1 - _v(p _) _ [1 - Ev (p2)] [1- _'k'_')] _ _-_'i _--_ j

co, the kernel (l.I) can be understood to be a relativistic, momentum space (2.3)

generalization of a coordinate space potential of the form where the effective mare is

V(r) = -C + _ r 0.4) re(it=) = me + _s(k2)
The change of sign in the constant term can be traced to the fact that the the 1 - Ev(it3) (2.4)

vector and scalar matrix elements for the antiquark have opposite sign: Our equation for the self enexgy with the on-sbell quark (or antiquark) constraint
is obtained from (2.3) by integrating over dit0 and retaining only the contribution

_(-pa)v(-p_) = -1: _(-p2)7 ° v(-pa) = _ --, 1 (1.5) from the positive energy quark pole. In this case It2 = m2, and the quantities
m V'v = _v and Es become constants. Renormalizing the constants C, ¢, and the

and the fact that the effective sign of the interaction is determined by the sign current quark mass me by:

of the scalar matrix elements. C ¢ me

The specific model (1.1) has many features already common to the models C --* (1 - _v) a' ¢ "' (1 _v) 2' m011= _ (2.5)previously discussed in [1, 2]. One new feature is that the linear and constant - 1- Eov
parts have a different Dirac structure. The linear part is a pure Dirac scalar, and setting p_ = m3 gives the following equations

as suggested by lattice gauge calculations [5] and previous phenomenological fits L,0v [ dSIt
to the meson spectrum [6]. The constant part is a pure vector, and is chirally 1 - L'ov= - J t ",p-",2-_m[2Vc(p, It) - VL(p,k)]
invariant. Note also that both terms are multiplied by the color operator Fl -F3
and hence only colorless qq states will be confined [6].

f [4vc(p,t)- vL(p,t)] (2.6)
dSIt

m- meR= m (2_p2Ek
where we used the identity
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mB is the mass of the bound state. The matrix elements Csa,t are associated
The first of Eqs. (2.6) will enable us to evaluate the renormalization constant with channel 1, in which the quark is restricted to its positive energy mass shell,

l while ¢2,,t are associated with channel 2, in which the antiquark is restrictedI---:-_v"The second gives a relation between the dynamical mass m, the tenor-
to its negative energy mass shell. The energy component of the relative fourmalized current quark mass m0R, and the (renormalized) strength of the constant

potential, C. Using the constraint (1.3), this equation becomes simply momentum, p, is restricted in each of these channels, and we denote the relative
four momentum in channel I by p(S) and in channel 2 by p(2). In the center of

1 (m - men) (2.8) mass (cm) system, these restricted relative momenta are

dww/ng thai C ---, _m in the chiral limil. In Section IV, we will use this equation p(l) = (gp - tmB,p), p(2) = (E_, + tmB,p). (3.3)

and the value of C which emerges from our fit to the pion state to estimate the The structure and dimensionality of the wave function vector qf, and of the
current quark mass. matrix operators G-t(p), C(p), and V(p, k; P), are different for pseudoecalar and

vector states. For peeudmcalar states, the matrix elements in Eq. (3.2) can each
III. THE EXAGW BOUND STATE EQUATIONS be expressed in terms of a 8ingle scalar function of the magnitude of the relative

three-momentum. The expansions are
The coupled equations which describe a bound state of four-momentum P

coupled to a quark q with momentum p] = p + _P and an antiquark _ with ¢i,(p) = u(0(p) < [ > ¢_t(p) = v(i)(P) < [¢" Pl > (3.4)

momentum P2 = p- _P, as illustrated in Fig. 1, can be written in the following where u (i) are S-state wave functions, v (i) are P-state wave functions, _ is the
form: unit vector in the direction of p, and the matrix elements in the two-component

/ d3k V(p,/:;P) spin space ate < [>=< Jh[;_2 > and < [_r. _[ >=< Allot-PICa >- The wave[G-l(p) -- C(p)] q,(p, P) = - (2_r)3 (1 + 1_)(1 + l:2)*(k' P) (3.1) function vector ¢I(p,P) is then defined to be the 4 component vector constructed
from the u and v wave functions

where/_ = p/(Ep + m) (with Ep = _/m 2 + pa), and G-](p) is the inverse of

the two body Green's function, C(p) is the constant part of the interaction, and [ u(D(p)]

V(p,k; P) is the kernel of the integral operator which describes the linear, con- ,(p,p) = [ v(2)(P)[
fining part of the interaction. This kernel is obtained by taking the appropriate

matrix elements of the kernel given in (1.1). [ ui_)(p ) j
For both pseudoecalar and vector states the wave function vector _(p, P) can

be constructed from the following four rest-frame matrix elements of the qq vertex For vector states, the matrix elements (3.2) require two scalar functions for their
function F(p, P): complete description:

fi(pl, AI)F(p(I), P)v(-p2, _a)m

¢,,o(p)= .(')(p)< > < >¢l,.(P) = -.Af _ 2Ep - me

fi(pl, ,_l)I'(p(l), P)u(p2, ,_)
¢,,(p) = ,,(/)(p) < > < II- e-#]1> (3.6)

m

_baa(p) -- --J_f m fi(-pl,_l)r(p(_),P)u(pz, A_) where _ is the spin one polarization vector of the state, and u(0 and w(0 are S-
E_ 2Ee + mz_ and D-state wave functions (respectively) and _') and v_i) are singlet and triplet

m fi(pt,;_])I'(p(_), P)u(p_,._a) (3.2) P-state wave functions. For vector states the wave function _(p,P) is therefore
_bat(p) = --.N" _ mB ' an eight dimensional vector:

e
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•uO)(p) i The linear, confining kernel can be written in the following block matrix form

_('(P)"!')(P)' (_' E'_(k,p) -D V_2 _ .,__(_,p)
"_'(P) (3.7) V(p,k;P)=,I,(_,e) = ,//)(p)

"P(P) V., [ B_" E_0,,t) B__,t) Ju(2)(p)
._(2)(p). (3.11)

The operators G -] (p), C(p), and V(p, k; P) which enter Eqs. (3.1) are there- where V0 are the elementary kernels for the momentum space lin.ear potentials
fore 4 × 4 matrices for pseudoecalar states and 8 × 8 matrices for vector states. (first worked out in Ref. [1] and given below), and A, B, D, and E are simple
The Green's function G-l(p) can be written functions of p and k for pseudoscalars, and 2 × 2 matrix functions of p and k for

"(2E e - me)l vectors. For pseudoscaIars [where El = Ei(p,k)]

(3.8) B=- (p+ +G-I(P) = reel

(2E e + m8)1 D = z - 21Tk+ 1521:2z
E, --/r (1 -- 1_') -l- 15,(1 - _2). (3.12)

where 1 is unity for pseudoecalar states and the 2 × 2 unit matrix for vector
states. Similarily, the "constant" part of the interaction can be written In these expressions, z is the cosine of the angle between 15and k. For vector

2-_-_-_i -£-a -r--a T (_-1 + 3am_b_ states, ,

(1- 2f_z-I-_'Jk2- ]p_k'(1-z') -_"k'(1-z') )C(p) = C --E_; aT ml ml -J_--C -- 3._k2(1 -- z 2)B, Z, Z, __p_n(l _ z:l)

m 2 _ m 2 =+

(3.9) B- I( -(._ -I-.k' -!-2_kz) 2v/_(l_P,(z)-l'1:"l'2fffc.z))where C is a constant, I was defined above, T = -3(+1) for pseudoscalar (vector) 3 ( )states, and a, b and c are all unity for pseudoscalar states and 2 x 2 matrices for _ 2V_ [:2P2(z) + 1_2 + 2/3/:z (ka + _)P2(z) + 2/31:z
the vector states:

i [_2 __] [_ 2_ ] i [v_2 __] (z(l-21_h-l-l_'l:2) 0 )a = _ b = c = _ . D = 0 z(1 - 21_l:z+ PL'_)- 13k(l - z_)
(3.10)
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/_: (1 - _2) +/_z(l - _:2) _ (with p _ k for the quantities p_), and

1 +2/_I:(1 - z _) _v/2(_: +/_z)(l - l_l:z)

= J (3.13) _(p) = { 1 ifmB < m and p > -_ [1 + m---_B] (3.17)
E+ _ V_z(i -- 2/_kz - J:=) .i.L6z(1 _ _:a) _/_3/:(1 -I-z 2) -1 otherwise.

+k(l + l_)Pa(z)] +J:(1 + l_)P_(z)] The function VA can be written

[1 11where P2(z) = (3z'- 1)/2 is the Legendre polynomial of order 2. VA(p(O,k 0)) ----8_a f _) f (p_) _ A4 "t'q4 f (k_) f (k_)
Finally, the elementary kernels I_$, which describe how the linear potential

connects the two channels, can be obtained from the generic kernel in Eq. (1.1) (3.18)

by substituting the appropriate momenta where A is cutoff mass, q2 is the square of the momentum transferred by the

l_j(p, k) = VL(ptO, kO)), (3.14) quark, f is a quark form factor

being careful to include the treatment of singularities appropriate to ea_ tom- (A_ - + (m= - lP)=bination of momenta. Explicitly, f(P_) = m2)_ , (3.19)

VA(p(0, k (0) - Et6(p - k) / _'VA(p(O,k '(0) i = 1 2 and the values of Pl, P_, ks, and ks depend on the choice of channel. For channel;_i(p,t)
' (1), the quark (with momentumps) is on shell, while for channel (2) the antiquark

(with momentum p2) is on shell. Hence, in the rest system of the bound state we

fk _k' VA(P(')' k'(')) haveVA(p(2),k (D) -- E,6(_(p)k_ 0- k) '<t_ _k' J"
ff k < k_ channel(l) =_ _ p_ = m" P]2= (P,- P)" = m" ;m_ - 2E, mBf(P_t)f(P]) = f(m= + m_ -- 2EemB)

V2t(p,t) = 0 if t_ < k < k+

VA(p('), k (l)) - E_.a(kt,b - k)_.,>t+ "E-_t' VA(Pt J' k<l)) channel (2) ::::>[ f(p_)f(p]) -- ,f(m 3 -I- m_ -I- 2EemB).
(3.20)

if k+ < k

Similarily, while the momentum transferred by the quark is q2 = (pl - ks) 2, its

VA(pO), k (2)) - Ep6(_(k)p_l_- P)/i,' _ VA(p'O)' k(2)) specific form depends on the channel assignments:<e- for Vii or V2_ q2 = (Ep - Et)= - (p - k) 2
ifp< p_

Vs2(p,k) = 0 ifp_ <p<p+ (3.15) forV_ q_ =(Ef,-Et-ma)_-(p-k) _

a_f v,,(e,(,),t(_)) v_= _ _VA(p(1)'k(2)) -- Eea(p+I_ - P) '>e+ Ee'--'-f for Va_ (g e Et + me) _ (p- k) _ . (3.21)

if p+ < p The physics behind the construction of the _ was discussed in detail in

where the integration regions for V_2 and V2] are bounded by Refs. [1,2], so here we will only comment briefly on several features of the result:

I I (i) The potentials are hexmitian. This means that l_(p,k) = I_i(k,p). The

_- I mB(2Ee + roB) ] (3.16) diagonal elements are th_efore symmetric under interchange of p and k, while
k_ = p V 2(Ee :F p + me) the off-diagonal elements map into each other under this interchange.
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(ii) The singu|arties of the kernels are regularized by the constraints second sector (all other state_ considered in this paper) the bound state mass me
is comparable to twice the quark mass, and large compared to the mean internal

f d3k-_tVij(p,k ) = 0 fori > j momentum pe of the bound quarks. For these states we may safely neglect the- coupling to the second channel. The validity of this approximation (which is
excellent) was studied for the case of the (unrealistic) chiral confining interaction

I °dap_--_pVs2(p, k) = 0. (3.22) in Ref. [1]. This approximation will be used in Section V in our discussion of thelight quark vector mesons (the excited pion and the p and its excited states) and
the heavy quark states (the c6 states).

in the nonrelativistic limit (i.e. when m --, co) the constraints on the diagonal
kernels reduce to

IV. THE PION

fdak V(p - k) = fdSp V(p - k) = 0 (3.23) In this section we discuss the solutions for the pion, which is the only meson
which has a very small mass ms = p. As discussed in Refs. [1, 2], the equations

which is the momentum space form of the statement that a purely linear nonrela-
have been designed to give a natural explanation for the emergence of a zero

tivistic potential V(r) = _rr is zero at r = 0. The constraints on the off-diagonal mass Goldstone boson in the chiral limit, and our _ocus here is to show how this
kernels are extensions of those for the diagonal kernels, and are consistent with feature is preserved even wAen the linear potential is a scalar, wAicA brea_ chiral

the hermiticity requirement, symmeinj.
(iii) The quark form factors (discussed in Re/'. [211 are unity when the quark

(or antiquark) is on shell, and hence there is always only one form factor for the A. Solutioms
initial and final state, as given in Eq. (3.20). When the bound state mass mn= 0,
the mass of the off-shell quark approaches m and the form factors become unity. In the limit when p --, 0, the coupled equations (3.11 duce to only three
Introduction ofquark form factors was found to be necessary [2] in order to insure independent equations

that integrals over the kernels approach zero as the external momenta approach (___) fdU/c (-infinity. 2E, 1-- u(-)(p) -'- (--_w)sI_ (P, k)u -)(I:)

(iv) The off-diagonal kernels are equal to the diagonal ones when the bound ( _) _ / dSk Vo(p, ,t)state mass ms = 0. This is a natural feature of the definitions and essential for 2Ep + 2C u(+)(p) + 2(] v(+)(P) = - (2r) s (1 +/_)(1 + _3)recovery of the chiral limit, llowever, when ms is large (in comparison with the

mean internal momentum of the bound state), the kernel Vii is much larger than {[ z] [ I] }
the off-diagonal kernels (because the effective qa transferred by the quark is then x (1 - ;3)(1 - 1:)- 41_1: u(+)(t) + 1:(1 -/_2) + l_z(1 - l:a v(+l(t)
much larger in Vl2 and V2] than in Vat), and also much larger than the kernel

V22 (because of the mB dependence of the quark form factors). C u(+)(p) -C v(+)(p) = - (2r) s (1 + 1_)(1 + _:2)This concludes our review of the full set of coupled equations implied by our

model. In applications we will reduce these equations to a smaller set by making {[_ )] [z zl }approximations appropriate to the sector under consideration. In practice there × (1 -/_) +/_z(1 - k_ u(+)(/_)- - 2/_ + _:2/_2 v(+)(k) (4.11
are two sectors of interest. In the first sector (the pion), the bound state mass
mB= p is small compared to the quark mass m, and also small compared to the where the (+1 and (-) combinations are
mean internal momentum p0 of the bound quarks. In this sector the off-diagonal
kernels are nearly as large as the diagonal kernels, and cannot be neglected, but u(:l:)(P) = u0)(P) :1:u(2)(p) (4.2)
other approximations are possible. This sector is examined in Section IV. In the and

12 13
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Vo(p,t) = -8,,-o- I 1 (4.3) a.o . . .
A4 -,l-q4

with q2 given in Eq. (3.21) (all three definitions are identical when p = 0). Note 0.5

that there is no equ4tion for v(-)(p); it must be fixed by other considerations. _.
o.oL \..p._.-.==-.====:__ ......... ._1The basic definitions (3.2) sad (3.4) show that, if vO)(p) sad v(_)(p) are finite in

the F,qs. (4.1) has the non trivial solution _.5 ...-,'- ..................

__ _ - 0.1,7, C = 0.4974Af (4.4) -n.O.(-)(p) = Ev o.o 0.5 1.o 1.5
p (c,tv)

because this form satisfies the constraint (3.22), insuring that the RIIS of the I.o
equation is zero, and in the chiral limit C _ _m insuring that the LHS is also _ "" ' " ' "

zero. However, no such special conditions hold for the last two of the Eqs. (4.1), k_....._
and we therefore conclude that they are only solved by the %rivial" solution 0.5

u(+)(p) = v(+)(p) = 0. The pion wave function vector (3.5) therefore reduces, in _ 0.0 - .................................. "_"....."_"'-_'-
the chiral limit, to _

*(v,o) - . (4.5) -Lo , . , . .
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

- p (Get')

This discussion leads to the conclusion that the P-states should aim be very i.o i_....._._'_'''"

small for the physical pion. Initial attempts to obtain numerical solutions to the
equation with all four channels lead to difficulties, which we believe are associated 0.5

with the fact that the equations reduce to only three independent equations in
the p --. 0 limit. Hence we decided to approximate the equations by setting the _ 0.0

P-statestozero,a_d obtainnuun_e_calsolutio,oalyforthe two largeS-state "_ I _ _/"°'_;::i °AI:: I°_

channels. It was found that a light quark mass of m = me = 325 MeV gave a _.5 _--
reasonable mass for both the pion sad the rho, sad all of our light quark solutions ----
use this mass. With this mass fixed, we solved the coupled two channel S-state
equations for Upions" with three different masses: 139.7, 20,5 sad 237 MeV. The -i.00.0 0.5 !.0 1.5

S-state wave functions for each of these pious is given in Fig. 2. Key properties of p (GeV)
these solutions are summarized in Table 1. This table gives the mass, p, of each

C u
state, the values of'the small parameter c = 1-2_--_. from which the eigenvalue
C can be extracted, the mean momentum, p0, of each state, and the ratio/+If_
discussed in Sec. IVB below. Figure 2: Solutions for three pion-like states with masses ms= 0.1397,

In each figure the solid line is the u (t) solution (arbitrarily normalized to 0.205, and 0.237 GeV. In each curve the solid line is u(l), the dashed line
unity at p = 0), the dashed line is the u(_) solution, sad the dotted line is the is u (2), and the dotted line is u(l) + u(s). In the top figure, the dot-dashed

line is the integral Eq. (4.8), discussed in Sec. IVB.
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Table 1: Properties of the family of pion-like solutions discussed in the text. The 7.0 / -

quantities marked with an " are obtained from the estimates given in Sec. IVB. /
The units of p and p0 are in GeV. 6.0 - // o

/

-- 1 - 2 c--_- 0.0052 0.0116 0.0166 5.0 - /
ms f

_o
p 0.1397 0.205 0.237 4.0 - IO0/x2 /p* 0.1396 0.207 0.249 /

/
PO 1.26 0.84 0.73 3.0 - /
p_ 1.26 0.84 0.71 /.- _

2.0
l./l- 0.059 0.120 0.142 / z

(/./jr_). 0.076 0.131 0.159 1.0 /
/

sum u(+) = u(l) -I-u(_). Note that all of the wave functions have long "tails" 0.0 / I I I
which extend to several GeV, but that the sum u(+) falls off much more rapidly. 0 0.00_ 0.01 0.015 0.02

Except for some structure at small momentum, u(2) _- -u (z), as suggested by e

the solution (4.5), and this relation holds to a better approximation as the pion Figure 3: The values of 100p _ (open diamonds) and 1/p_ (solid diamonds),
• _ " m C

ma_ p de, tenses, in GeV units, ploted against the ezgenvalne • = 1 - 2_-_, for the three
The values of 100 x p_ (in GeV _) and 1/p_0 (in GeV -_) are ploted as a function solutions discussed in the text. The dashed line is Eq. (4.6) with at = 3.75

of the (small) parameter • = 1 - 2m_- in Fig. 3. Note that the fizst few solutions and the solid line is Eq. (4.24) with 1/a2 = 121.1.
satisfy the relation (the dashed line m the figur )

is a generalisation of Feynman's famous argument which uses the uncertainty

p' =a, (1--_) (4.6) principle to show that the hydrogen atom is stable [8J-
In order to develop the argument we use the fact that the primary feature of

where al _- 3.75 GeV 2. When combined with Eq. (2.8) for the dynamical gen- the exact solution shown in Fig. 2 is the long, smooth "tail _ which falls off slowly
eration of quark mass, this leads to a Gell Mann, Oaks and Renner relation with momentum. The lazge solution, n(l), also has a distinctive, rapidly vaxing
[7] low momentum structure. By comparing u(l) -I-u(_) with the integral

p_ = 4az mo (4.7) /1,2= u(=), (4.8)
J

which gives a (renormalized) current quarlf mass of m0 -_ 1.7 MeV, in qualitative
agreement with current thinking, both of which are shown in Fig. 2 for the p -" 0.1397 solution, we conclude that

this structure comes from the off-diagonal linear potential, and arises from the

B. Stability of the pion way in which we have r-_moved the singularities of Vl_. We will assume that this
is not an "essential" feature of the solution, and that the average properties of the

in this section we will show how the constant and linear parts of the potential pion can be understood by ignoring this detail. In this case the two components

cooperate to produce a stable, low mass pion state, and that the relativistic of the pion wave function, u(z) and u(2), have essentially the same shape with an
nature of the equations is an essential aspect of the description. Our discussion average momentum which is much larger than the quark mass.
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m2(p + t) 2 m sIn order to understand these solutions, it is convenient to consider the equa- /] ~ -,. -- (4.14)
tions for the coupled amplitudes u (_) inLroduced in F,q. (4.1). These equations - (2pk)2 - p2 "

are Using this expression we show in the Appendix that the moments of the potentials

2E. (1 - -_-1 u(-) - pu(+) -- -1-- _V__d_/: u (-) - [j___v_+da/c u(+) can be approximated by [recall FXl. (4.12)]:
((_j_)) ~ ,i___j_ 2,_jp , (4.15)

(,E. + __/E,/ V+_dst J-pu (-) + u(-) - / V++ u(+) (4.9) Pu-
where 0 is either A or/_, and the 0.0 and Aij are constants. It is a good approx-

where the potential kernels are imation to take ors = o2_ = ot and 0.n2 = o_t = o2, and then the remaining

1 (VH + ppPV_) A + (p' Vl2 + p V_l) B (4.10) constants can be expressed in terms of these two, and one other constant _, as
v,,,= (1+p)(1+P) ' foows

1 1
with A and B defined in Eq. (3.12), and p and p' can both be either + or -. If ,_tt = bnt At2 = b=t ,_
we then integrate these coupled equations for u(_) over the external momentum _0.1 _0._t --1 1

p, we are lead to the following simple coupled equations for the mean values of A=t = ]ia2 b_s ,_22 = _¢t tin, (4.16)the wave functions f:l: = f dpu (+) = (u(_)):

2Eo(l_2Cm)I__pl+=_(fv__u(_))_(fv_+u(+)) where, if all units are in GeV,bls = 1.31, b_ = 1.66, b_ = 2.94. (4.17)

( 2Cm_ -(/V+_u (-)) (/ (4.11)-p]_ + 2Eo + -_o] ]+ = - V++ u(+)) The arguments leading to _.hese estimates are presented in some detail in the
Appendix, but will also be summarized here.

where E,e is the mean value of the energy Ep. If po is the mean momentum, we The 0./p0 term in each expression is a direct consequence of the uncertainty
will assume that, for any function F, (F(p)) __ F(pu), so that E0 = _/m 2 + re. principle, which implies that the mean momentum, p0, of a confined system is
The matrix elements of the linear potential have the form inversely proportional to its size, (r), so that the average value of the linear

(fV, fu(,'>)~fdpfdtV,f(p,t)ul")(t)~((V,f))/f_ _ , (4.12) quarkconfiningtermg°eslike¢(r)_u/P°'Whenthem°mentumislargerthanthemassrelativistic effects moodily this simple result, but the modification is
cancelled by the m_/p _ term in A and/_, so that the simple estimate is correct

where the repeated p' indicies are not summed.
The next step in the argument is to express the mean values of the linear in both the nonrelativistic and ultra-relativistic limits. The kernels also depend

potential matrix elements in terms of Pe, P and fd: To this end we note that explicitly on the pion mass through (i) the quark form factors, Eq. (3.20), (ii)" the retarAation factors in the off-diagonal kernels, Eq. (3.21), (iii) the limits of

A _ m= + E:,Et - pkz integration in the off-diagonal kernels, Eq. (3.16), and (iv) the =-1 _ term in B.

_' = (1 +/_)(1 + k2) - 2Et, Et The first three of these mass dependences can be combined into functions which
multiply each of the =leading" _[po terms. These functions can be approximated

= B = m _ - E_Et - pkz = -1 + A. (4.13) by linear relations of the form c_[l - bi_pop], where the b_j's can be estimated
(1 +/_)(1 + k=) 2Et, Et [c.f. Eq. (4.17)], and the constants c_j (which are harder to estimate reliably)

In the Appendix, we show that the integrals are dominated by values of these absorbed into the definition of the _'s. it turns out that Cll = C22 > C12 = C21,

functions where p and k are much greater than the quark mass m, and where which explains why 0.11 = 0.22 = 0.1 > 0.12 = 0.21 "-- 0"2- Finally, the mass
p = k and z = 1, so that, for the purposes of this simple estimate, we may dependence associated with the =-1" term in/_ could contribute to both of the
approximate/] by off-diagonal kernels, but because of the condition Eq. (3.22) and the fact that
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the actual solutions are very close to I/E, this additional contribution to the I/_t P°2 _ 0.1- 0.___._.!2_ a2 (4.24)
kernel is very small (and is taken to be zero). The size of the "-1" contribution 2e c .

to the Vl2 kernel is hard to estimate, but since it goes to zero as p --, 0, it is Substituting this into Eq. (4.23) and solving for p_ gives Eq. (4.6) with
approximated by 2Xp, with A an unknown constant.

Using the estimates (4.15), the Vpp°kernels are 8(0.1 -0._)
al = _ (4.25)

((V__)) .__al P0-vs A__p ((V_+}) ----A_+p The equations (4.6) [with el given by (4.25)] and (4.24) explain the linear
dependence of both p_ and l/pea on the quantity 1 - 2C/m, as shown in Fig. 3.

((V++)) ,.._al + u2 A+,p ((If+_)) "-"-A+_p , (4.18) The straight line fits shown in Fig. 3 correspond to al = 3.75 and I/as = 121.1,
p0 which emerge if we take A__ = 0.1877 and 0.1- 0._ = 0.0165 GeV 2. The values

where of Po for each case are shown in Table I; note that they are all comfortably larger

_:,_ = All + pp°_2 + p°_l_ + pA21 (4.19) that the quark mum, as assumed in the discussion.• The three equations (4.21), (4.24), and (4.25) fix the three parameters ¢I, 0.2,

Then Eqs. (4.1 I) become and A. If all units are expressed in GeV, thee are

2poef_-pf+= (a,-a2 ) 0",=0.5282, 0", = 0.5116, A = 0.8152. (4.26)-- /_0 A__p f_ % A_+p Jr+ Now that the parameters are known,, we may return to the coupled equations

( 2_') ( _e ) (4"20) and use °ur results t° predict the rati° °f/+/Jr-" Ftr°m the --nd °f the"- -p J- + 2pc + jr+ = A+_p J'_ - 0"t 0"2 A++p f+, (4.20) Eqs. (4.20) we obtain

where we have intr°duced e = (1-2c [ A++pl

-_--), have amumed that po >> m, and

kept terms up to order l/p0 except for terms of order _/po, which are neglected. _ - p 1 + At_ 19.34 e (4.27)
We have studied the most general solutions of these equations, and found that Jr- - 2po 1 + 2m2 + 0"1+ 0"2 -_ 1 + 61.04 e"
the observed linear dependence of p_ on _, Eq. (4.6), can be obtained only if 2p_0 " 2p0 J

A_+ _ -1, so we simplify the discussion here by imposing the condition This gives a result in fair agreement with the exact solutions, as shown in Table

A_+ = -1 (4.21) I and Fig. 4.
Using the values of the parameters we have determined, the matrix elements

from the start. In this case the small component jr+ drops out of the first equation, of the kernel are
giving

((V_,4)) '-_ 0.5282 0.6919/,

[ ] -0"1 -- 0.2

2po_ + _ A__p f_ = O. (4.22) Po
po ((Vz,,_)) ..,,_0.5282 0.8768p

ilence the pion mass; as a function of its mean internal momentum, p0, is Po0.5116

1 [ 0.'-0.'1 ((VI'J_))--_--+O'I263pp=_ 2pee+_ . (4.23) Pe
__ po ((V21B)) --___0"5116 1.5041,, (4.28)

The correct mean momentum is the one for which the pion is stable, i.e., the p0

value at which the pion mass is a minimum. This point occurs at where all quantities are in units of GeV.
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potential which survive in the chiral limit will decouple from the description of
the physical pion.

However, it is incorrect to conclude from these observations that the linear

0,20 potential plays no role in determining the mass and size of the physical pion. In
fact, both of these quantities are very sensitive to precisely how chiral symmetry
is broken by the confining forces. For example, had we neglec,ted the second

0.16 - channel (by setting a2 = 0 and neglecting all of the p dependent terms in the
• kernels), the determinant of the coupled equations would give

0.12 p_ = 4P0_c-I-2at + (2m2 + at) (2_ + _r:_ . (4.30)I.

f- 0.08 This equation gives a pion with mass p3 = 2¢1 ._ xrO/Owhen c --. 0, and shows again
that the second channel is needed to obtain the correct chiral limit. Of course a

scalar linear potential does break chiral symmetry, but if the second channel is
0.04 retained, we still recover the limit p -_, 0 as • -, 0. The difference in strength of

the diagonal and off-diagonal interactions, approximated by the constant ¢1 -¢2,

0.00 I I I drives the mean momentum to infinity as e -, 0 [recall Eq. (4.24)], and the term
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 dependent on A_/J insures that p2 and l[p_o are both linear in • (at least for

very small e). These two terms insure that the strength of the diagonal and off-
E diagonal potentials will be equal in the chirsl limit by forcing them both to zero.

The pion becomes a point particle, permitting us to regard it as a fundamental
Figure 4: The ratio f+/f_ as a function of• for the three solutions discussed field, which is nicely consistent with (but not required by) its interpretation as a
in the text (solid squares). The solid line is the predicted result, Eq. (4.27). Goldstone boeon. Finally, as discussed above, the condition (4.21) insures that

the linear dependence of p2 and l/p_0 on • holds over a wide range d •.
Now that we h&ve a qualitative description of the solutions, it is easier to In conclusion, l.his model gives a pion with two highly relativistic constituents

discuss the physics contained in our model. First, in the chiral limit when p --, 0 and with a structure sensitive to the detailed way in which the linear confining
and ¢1 "' ¢2, all of the kernels will approach c/p0 [where ¢ = _(crt + ¢2)]- Yet interaction breaks c.hire] symmetry. These points will be discussed further in
this limiting term plays practically no role in the final description of the pion, and Sec. VI.
it is not dear that we could even obtain a solution if the interaction contained

only these terms. If the chiraJ symmetry breaking terms in the linear potential

were ignored (i.e., the the al - a2 terms and the p dependent terms in the off-
diagonal potentials were all discarded), the determinant of the coupled equations

(4.20) would give

p2 = 4• (pg + m 2 + _r) . (4.29)

This gives a pion mass which approaches zero as • ---, 0 (with a linear dependence V. NORMAL MESONS
on e), but the solution stablizes st P0 = 0, showing that the quarks are not We now turn to a discussion of how the model _bes mesons other than

confined. Thus a reasonable description of a physical pion of finite size cannot the pion. For these mesons the mass ms is comparable to the dynamical quark
be obtained by using only the chiral limit of the confming interaction, which mass, and the mean momentum is related to the mass difference ms - 2m, as
confirms our initial observation [1, 2] that tb0se contributions from the linear
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in conventional quantum mechanics. Under these conditions it is s good ap-
proximation to neglect the coupling to channel 2, and the equations therefore Table 2: Masses (in MeV)for the flint few meson states.

become light quark states heavy quark states

Ep 1 - -t- Ep - mB U(p) + C aV(p) -- theory expt. theory expt.

r 139.7 139.6 _c 3070 2979d°t An(t) + E+(p,t)V(t) r(1300) 1237 1300±10e 3s/0 3s9o(?)- _v,, (I+_)(I+t%)

CP---aT[l(p)--(f'm--m--+mB _ V(p) -- ,/_ 785 768/782 1/" 3071 3097
O 1173 _(1390) 9(2#) 3540 3es6

2s ]240 p(14s0) t(n) 3ese 3770

f dOk , E_(I:,p)U(k)- DV(I:) p (5o1)

where the quantities a, A, D, and E, were defined in Eqs. (3.10), (3.12), and l_ _.... . .
(3.13). For the pseudoscalar states, U(p) = uO)(p), V(p) = vO)(p), a = I, and _
Eqs. (5.1) are two coulped equations for the S and P state components of the ,z
meson wave function. For vector states,

("(')(P) _ /"P(P)) (s.2) ......................u(p)= ' = ' ....-.........
as discussedin Sec. !1I. Now Eqs. (5.1) are four coupledequations for the S, D, ._* ,_ . /, ,
and triplet and singlet P states, u ,ram .

The masses of the lowest lying lmeudmcalar and vector states are listed in

Table Ii, and wave functions are shown in Figs. 5 - 8. For completeness, the
physical pion (with mass mB = 0.1397 GeV) is also given in Table II and shown "_ " " "

IJJ

in Fig. 5. The additional parameters are the strength of the constant potential
C = 0.4974 × 325 = 161.655 MeV, the strength of the linear confining potential
cr = 0.2 GeV 2, and the form factor masses A = l.Tm and Aq = 3.5m, which ]"
scale with the quark mass. The dynamical mass for the light quark states is
m = me = 325 MeV, and for the heavy quark states is m = me = 1400 MeV. _z _ = lJtr_

Note that the first excited 5 state, labeled 2S, lies above the D state in the light
quark sector, but lies below the D state in the heavy quark sector. ":J,, " ,_ " /* " _J

We discuss these results and draw conclusions from this work in the following '_
Section.

• " Figure 5: Solutions for pion sad its first excited state. In the top.figure the
solid line in nO) and the dashed line is u(2). In the lower figure, the solid
line is u(a) and the dashed line is vO).
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Figure 6: Solutions for rho sad its first two excited states. In each figure
the solid line is u, the dashed line is w, the timely spaced dotted line is v,,
and the widely spaced dotted line is v,.
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/.0 ._._ , . , Vl.DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
i

0.5 Inthiswork we havefocusedon theroleofchiralsymmetry and on thequan-

titativetreatmentofthechiralsymmetry breakingtermswhich arisesfrom the

-"0.0--_. ..............:._._--.., factthatthecurrentquarkmass isnon-zeroand thelinearpartoftheconfining
interactio_ is presumably a scalar in Dirac space. Our work complements a num-

mm=3.o71 bet of other recent works which also treat mesons as relativisitc bound states of

_.5 the q_ system, but do not discuss either the role of chiral symmetry or the origin
of the dynamical mass of the quarks. One of the most ambitious of these is the

-I.o ' ' ' study by Tiemeijer and Tjon [9], who have succeeded in describing the meson0.0 0.5 !.0 1.5
p (Get') spectrum and decays using relativistic two body equations similar to (but differ-

1.0 . , . ent from) ours. Among the many things they find is that a global fit to meson

f_ excited states (the Regge trajectories) is greatly improved by allowing the linear

confining interaction to be a mixture of about 80% scalar and 20% vector, and
0.5 that even in this favorable case a good fit to the trajectories requires the total

-. strength of the linear confining interaction to be at least a __ 0.33 GeV 2, consider-
0.0 -_.................

--'_ __"_'-" _ _ ably larger than the strength _r__0.2 GeV 2 required by nonrelativistic equations

I ms= 3.540 and also contrary to the results suggested by lattice gauge calculations. Their

_.5 work suggests that our model, when extended to higher excited states, may also
require such an admixture, and may suffer from the same problem. Other studies

-!.o , , , , using an instantaneous approximation have also found that a linear combination

o.o 0.5 !.o 13 of vector and scalar confinement may be important [10,11].
p (Gel/) One unsatisfactory feature of our work is the appearance of form factors. It

!.o ' f"_-"--._ may be possible to eliminate the form factor which regulates the large q3 behavior/

// "-.. of the l/q 4 term in the kernel [the one which depends on A_ in Eq. (3.18)] by using
0.5 / ".. the method recently introduced by Hersbach and Ruijgrok [12]. In any case this

/ form factor is used only to regulate the quark self energy, which could be regulated
--_0.0 -"_"'":':': ........... :-':':': .....'...........
._ is some other way. The quark form factor, given in Eq. (3.19), is sufficient to

me = 3.656 insure the convergence of the bound state equations, but also affects the the large
-o.5 momentum behavior of the excited solutions in the light quark sector, as shown

in Figs. 5 and 6. Perhaps it can also be replaced using the method of Ref. [12],
-!.0 , , , , or by a more sophisticated treatment of the quark self energy.

o.o 0.5 i.o !.5 We close this section with a brief summary of the principal results of this
p (GeVJ paper:

(i) Using s relativistic model with the interaction kernel (1.1), which consists
of only a consfanf vector plus a linear scalar interaction [with no one-gluon-

Figure 8" Solutions for J/q_ and its first two excited states. The curves in exchange (OGE) term], we obtain Eq. (2.8) for the dynamical generation of quark
each figure are as in Fig. 6. mass. This equation relates the strength of the constant vector interaction, C, to

the difference between the dynamical quark mass of the light quarks which make
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up the pion, me, and the current mass of these light quarks me: G = (me-me)/2. Some of these results, the _r-p mass splitting and the quark self-energy, will
Using a dynamical quark mass of me = 325 MeV, a fit to the pion mass gives be modified once the full OGE force has been added to this model. Ilowever, one
C = 161.655 MeV (where, because of the extreme sensitivity of the equations may view our constant interaction, which is purely vector, to be a first approxi-
to the small parameter • = 1 - 2.c.c= me/me, C must be given to 6 significant mation to a full incorporation of a nonperturbative OGE force. In particular, the
figures if the pion mass is to ben_letermined to 4 significant figures), and hence constant term may ultimately owe its origin to the renormalization of the OGE
a current quark mass of me --_ 1.7 MeV, in qualitative agreement with current contributions to the quark self energy. In this case, the remaining fruits part of

thinking, the OGE force may have less of an affect on the meson spectrum that is the case
in mat models.

(ii) In common with the NJL model, our relativistic equations (3.1) have the
property that the pion mass automatically approaches zero in the chiral limit In conclusion, our model gives a good account of the gross features of the
when (7 ---,me/2 (or m0 --* 0), seem fhoulA fhe iimear perl o_ tAe imfemctiom/s a meson spectrum and provides a natural explanation for the small pion mass.
scalar and thus breaks chiral symmetry. This result is due to the constraint (1.3),
which arises from the physical requirement that the linear interaction be zero ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

when the two quarks occupy the same point in coordinate space. The decoupfing
of the linear confining interaction is, then, a consequence of the result that the F.G. thanks B. Keister for helpful advice on the numerical treatment d
pion is, in our approach, piontlike in the chiral limit, singular integrals. This work was partially supported by DOE Grants DE-FG05-

88ER40435 and DOE-FG02-93ER40762.
(iii) Using four parameters which are the same for all 0ectom [the strengths

of the constant interaction C and of the linear interaction _r= 0.2 GeV 3, and two

form factor masses A = 1.7m and Af = 3.5m which scale with the quark mass APPENDIX A
m] and the dynamical quark masses, which must be chosen for each sector, we
are able to describe the grom features of the meson spectrum.

(iv) The light quark sector consisting of the pion (and its excited states) and 1. Estimttes for the confmimgkernels

the rho/omega (and its excited states) is reasonably well explained by choming In this section we derive simple estimates for the linear confining kernels.
In, - 325 MeV [and C = 161.655 MeV as discussed above]. Note that, even
though there is no OGE term, this choice of quark mass gives a good separation These estimates are used in our discussion of the stability of the pion given in
between the pion and the rho/omega, and we also obtain a large splitting between Sac. IVB.A typical integral to be estimated is the Vzl matrix element
the pion and its first excited state, in good agreement with experiment (see Table

ll). The first excited S and D states of the vector mesous are abont 200 MeV too f f dSt Vu(p,t)A(p,t,Z)u(l)(/c )low. Experience with nonrelativistic models leads us to believe that addition of l_lA u (l) = -(2.)s (]+p)(] + t2)
OGE should improve the splittinge and contribute to the mean masses, but this

model suggests that the smallness of the pion mass is due primarily to coupling _ _o_O k2dl_/1 dzVA(P(l), It(|))to a second channel, required by chiral symmetry, and not to the OGE force. - (21r)2 1

However, the constant part of the interacti°n we are propming has a pure 7_'r_ × {J](P' k' z)u(ll(k)- _Ev- )vector structure, and hence might be regarded as arising ultimately from the r.,t A_'p'l)u(t)(p)
(AI)o

renormalization of the OGE force.

(v) The choice of me - 1400 MeV gives a reasonable account of the low For a first estimate we neglect both form factors, so that VA -- --8zrcr/q4, and
lying charmonium spectrum, including the splitting between the qc and the Jlq_, exploit the fact that the z integral is dominated by the region near z -- I, where
but other splittings are -.,I00 MeV too small, as might be expected for a model the integrand peaks. Then the z integral becomes, approximately,
without the spin-spin interaction of a perturbative, OGE force.
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dzV (vC'),tc')) _-- dzVAfpC'),t¢'))
_ 1 5.0

~ 4_A(p,t, n) uC')(t) (^2)
- 2# [m2 - E,E_ + _k] '

where the term proportional to 1/[(E v - Ek)2--(p+ k)3] was neglected. Inserting 3.0 -
the estimate (A2) into (A1) gives

f _,_],(') ~ a__ f0 °° tdt [E,_(,,k, l)uC')(t)- E,_](p,,, l)uC')(p)]
OQ

(X3) ._

The denominator has a double zero at p = k, but the zero of the numerator

at the same point insures that the integral exists as a principle value, as in the -I.0
nonrelativistic case. The behavior of the integrand depends on the behavior of

the wave function u (l). Since/](p, k, 1) decreases monotonically in k, if Etu(l)(k)
does not increase then the integrand is positive for/_ < p and negative for/: > p,

with a principal value singularity at p = k, as shown in Fig. 9. Hence the integral -3.0[
over a region from l: = 0 to k = k0 >> p is zero, and the entire result comes from /values of/: > k0. If Et/](p, i:, l)u(n)(k) decreases sufficiently rapidly, the integral

can therefore be approximated by -5.0 I I I

Vnn_]u (n) = - _ A(p,p, 1) u(n)(p) • Et [m2 - FeEl, + pk] " /_

(A4)

The remaining integral in Eq. (A4) diverges logarithmically, and will be cut-off Figure 9: The integrand of Eq. (A3) as a function of the internal momen-
by the form factors we have neglected so far in this discussion. If p << m, and tum/_ for a fixed external momentum p = 0.84 GeV and s wave function
assuming f dk/k ~ Nn, the integral becomes proportional to lIE. The thin open box is in the vicinity of the point k0;

2Nn the region below/_o makes no contribution to the integral.
tdt -m ~ (AS)

Et [ms - EeEt + pk] . (p_/:)2 m However, [recalling Eq. (4.13)],

if p >> m, the same integral becomes t'

F I¢di¢ ~ 2p / Icdlc 2pN! (A6) /](p,p, i) ~ _ I ifp<< m
oo - .,, (AT)

Et [m2 - FeE t + re] - -m-.-£ .It. (P_ k) a ~ ms _r ifp >> m,Jr.
and hence, in both limits [either p << m or p >> m],

£ ,,, ,,.A(p,p, 1) Et [m 2 - E, Et + pic] ~ p '
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and fl(P) "-/( m2 + p2 _ 2Eop) _--1.12[I -- bl, Pop]
f2(P) -- I( m2 + P_ -I-2Eop) m 1.12[I - b22pop], (AI0)

((/Villi)) --_ --=--,°Nl al (A9)xpo Pe where the fits shown in Fig. 10 correspond to bl] = 1.31 and b22 = 1.66, the hum-

where our fits to the actual solutions give Nl _ 2z. Hence, in both the ultra- burs used in Sec. IVB. These form factors modify both the p and k dependence
relativistic and no_elativistic limits, the linear confining interaction contains a of the kernels, but, as we will see below, the k integration is regularized more
term which goes like 1/pc, as suggested by the uncertainty principle, strongly by the smaller mass A = 1.7m, which provides convergence even when

The kernels also depend explicitly on the bound state mass p. The diago- p = 0. Hence the p dependence of the diagonal kernels comes primarily from the

hal terms depend on p only through the quark form factors given in Eq. (3.20). external p dependence, and we have finally
Assuming that p >> p, the form factors in both channels (1 and 2) are approx-

imately equal, and s function of (pp)2. Their precise dependence on the pion ((/Vts_])) _,_ o_.__ 2,_s]p
mass p for a flzed momentum pe = 0.84 (corresponding to the mean momen- J po
tum of the Umiddle_ state at p = 0.205) and for the form factor mass used (([ V_2_])) _- ¢--L_-2A22p, (All)
in this paper (Aq = 3.5m) is shown in Fig. 10. Note that they are approxi- J p0

mutely a linear function of p in the vicinity of p = 0.14 --, 0.25, and if we with All = olbll/2 and A3_ = osb_/2.
require the intercepts of the two lines to be the same (in order to simplify the The off diagonal kernels have a more complex p dependence coming from the
theoretical analysis) the form factors in each channel are well approximated by external form factors, the retardation factor, and the p dependence of the limits

of integration. As discussed in some detail in our first paper [1], the V21 inte-
1.2 grand has singularities over the region from k_ to k+ [where ks were defined in

Eq. (3.16)], and our prescription for the definition of the linear potential requires
that this region be removed form the integration. Under the same assumptions!.1 _

.. used above, the remainingintegrand is finite and negative in the region [0, k_],
,. _ and finite and positive in [k+,co). For values of p in the vicinity of a GeV,

1.0 __ _. " .. f V2t/_u(l) can therefore be approximated (roughly) by

.. / o [oo kdk EtB(p,k,l)u(t)(t)- Et.B(p,k+,l)u(')(t+)0.9 - _ _ "" 1 Val/_ u(l) -_ 2---_Jk.+t_ P-_ [m--] -- EvE +--pk-+ p(-"_v _ Et) + _pa]

'" x The numerator and denominator both have simple seros at k = k., insuring

. I I I I that the integrand is finite at k = k+, so that the contribution from the region
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0_ 0.25 [0, k_] can be roughly included by adding k_ to the lower limit of integration

// [as in Eq. (AI2)]. It turns out that the solutions are very dose to lIE over the
momentum region of interest, so that we may replace/_ = -1 + A __ A, and if
p >> m, then/c+ __p, and we obtain roughly

Figure 10: The quark form factors Eq. (3.20) for channel 1 and 2 (labeled

on the figure) plotted as a function of p (in GeV) for a fixed p = 0.84 GeV. f o leo kdk
The straight line fits are Eqs. (AI0). j v_t/_ u(l) .-.--- u(l)(p)f4(p,p,1)- 2x ]k.+t_ Ek [m2 - Ej, E, + pk + p(Ep - Et)]
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t •

- 2_pk(k-p) ' _.2

wherewe haveretainedtheexactstructureofthelowerlimitbecausetheintegral 1.0-

issensitivetoit.The integraliscutoffatlargek by themass A. whichbecomes

effective when 0.8 - •,, _.

__2~ 2[EpE,_m2_et] ~ m2(k - _)2~ A2= (1.7m)2= 2.89,,2
kp " 9 0.6 .

(AI4) 0.4

Finally, assuming k >> p, as we did before, we obtain the following estimate

= I.(.)
2p_] ..,,++t_ k 0.0 I I I Iz'po 1 -F m2 j 0 0.OS 0.1 0.I.S 0.2 0.2:5

[ I Figure II: The functions Jh and j_ (labeled 1 and 2 on the graph)plotted2- _o(£.-vo+_)-I"_.(Z.+v.+,jj
xp0 •I. m2 j asa functionofp (inGeV) fora fixedp = 0.84GeV. The straightlinefits

~_ oN2 _(p) . (A]5) are Eqs. (AI6).
PO

The functions _(p) and gl(P) [o[-tained from g2 by substituting jrz(p) for 1:t(P)], Recalling that/_ -- A - 1, and carrying through the estimate as we did above,
for the fixed momentum po = 0.84 GeV, are shown in Fig. 11. They have been gives two terms. The A term is identical to the result we have already obtained,
normalized to unity at p = 0; the unknown constant Na contains all normalization but the contribution from the -1 term is no longer small. We know that it must
factors. Note that they can also he fit by a linear function of p (assumed to scale go to sero as p -, 0, and can therefore be written as 2Ap, with A an undetermined
as the product pop). The fits shown in Fig. 11 are constant. Our estimates of the off diagonal potentials have therefore given

g,(_) __0.89[1- b_,,vo_] (([ Vn.B))-_ _ - 2,_,_p
_(p) " 0.8911 -- b-atPOp], (AI6) J Po

(( [ v.._)) ~__- 2,h... (Ale)
where b_l = 2.68 and b21 = 2.94. The second of these curves is the correct one _ I_

to use for the V21 kernel we have been discussing, with At2 = ¢_5a]/2 - A ud A2t = u25al/2. The constants ut, ua, and A are
We turn now to the Via kernel. Because of the symmetry of the matrix adjusted to fit the results, as discumed in Sec. IV.

kernel, the VI_ matrix element which we need can be obtained from the V2t

matrix element with the k and p integrations interchanged. In particular
2. Numerical methods

1 (AI7)4Jrk---_" In this appendix we discuss our numerical methods. The techniques are es-
sentially extensions of those already discussed in our earlier papers [1,2].
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that they naturally span large momentum scales while building in only minianal
biases.

Although expmmiou in B splines is a well-known numerical technique, for the
IJ. .... - sake of completeness we give their definition and discuss some delicacies that was

involved in their application to our equations. The cubic B splines are defmed[13]
aT_ so as to have finite support and to have a continuous first and second derivative.

These requirements are achieved by piecing together four cubic polynomials, e_ch
as defined only over a finite region. The points where the polynomials join are

called knots. The cubic B spfine bo(z), centered at knot z,, with equal spacing
h between knots, is defined as:[13]

u _ as 17, ,_ _ / z e [z_-2,z.-d

• ( ; ), (,_.._,),l + s-z--_-_-_L+ s z_- .____!,- s --_--- z e [z,,_,,z,,]

Figure 12: The full set of cubic B splines used for S-wave solutions in the z,+ - z = E [=,+,, z,+2]
case n = 4. The derivative at the origin is _ by construction.

otherwise.

For a given bound-state equation, each wave/unction is expanded in terms of (A20)
a,,,_ofbasisf_ {P,O,)}:

, To obtain our basis functions {_(p)}, we start with n equally spaced B splines

¢,,(p) = E a,Lfpj (p). (AI9) definedoverthe ,anse 0 _<z _<I. Forthepionca-ewemenintroauceda _
j=s ear (quadratic) mapping from : to momentum space in order to be adequately

The boun_ e_iuation is then converted into a generalized eigenvalue prob- sensitive to the structure in both the low and high momentum regions. For all
lem, Ax = ABx, by integrating the entire equation over all momentum p using an other cases, a simple linear mapping was sufficient (s high momentum cutol( Pm_was induced beyond which the wsvefunctions were taken to be sea; after oh-
appropriately chosen measure so that the matrix arising from the linear-potential raining a solution, we then varied pm_ to insure that the solution was insensitive
(and hence the entire matrix equsfiou itsel o is symmetric [recall that our poten-
tials are hermitian, K_(p,t;P) = l_i(k, p;,P)]. This last feature is particularly to its value). _ wavefunctiou was exp&uded with s barn set taken with the
advantageons as it avoided the generation of spurious complex solutions due to appropriate boundary condition at p = 0. As illustration, the complete set ofS-wave basis functions in z space (normalised to one at the peak) for the case
round-off errors, that n = 4 are shown in Fig. 12. Note that the derivative has been guaranteed to

For the basis functions we used cubic B splines. While in our previous works

we used other choices (Laguerre polynomials in Re/'. [1], generalized Yulmwas, i.e. be sea at the origin. For the B spline with center at the origin, this is automatic.
(p2 + M_)n, in lid. [2]), we found that they were not sufficiently flexible in the To the spline centered at z = h was added the tail from the spline centered at
present case to solve the pion equation for arbitrary potential lmrmnetem. The z = -h. The basis set for P and D-wave solutions were generated by multiplying
difficulty here lay in matching the high momentum tail in our solutions, arising the S-wave basis by p/E:, and (p/Ep)= respectively.The presence of knots required special care in our integr_. All integrals
from the chiral--symmetry of our equa_fions with the low momentum 80u_ure were subdivided into pieces defin_J by the knots of the basis functions entering
due to the scalar, 5ncar-potential. The advantage of B splines in this regard is
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the integr_nd. Gmmsian quadrature was then used to evaluate the integral of REFERENCES
each subdivision. This procedure of avoiding integration through the knots was
essential, for without subdividing m many as twelve places of"numerical accuracy
could be lost (as e.g. in the simple integral over two basis functions). Due to this
necessity, the double integrals for the finear-potential matrix dements became
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V_n, V_, which have single poles (after the subtraction) at p = A, symmetric [2] F. Gross and J. Milana, Phys. Rev. D 45, 969 (1992)
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For the case of the off-diagonal potentials, the region cutout of the integral in [4] See L. S. C,elenn, C. M. Shskin, W-D. Sun, J. Szweda, and X. Zhu, Brooklyn
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in practice we solved our generalized eigenralue problem for the bound state [6] S. Godfrey and N. lagm, Phys. Rev. D 32, 189 (1985)
mass after having chosen values for our parametem in the quark-quark interaction

potential. Since the bound state mass not only appears linearly in our equations [7] M Cell Mann, IL J. Oaks, and B. Reaner, Phys. Rev. 175, 2195 (1968); S.
in the kinetic terms, but also nonlineaHy as part of the definition of the form L. Adler and A. C. Davis, Nucl. Phys. B244, 469 (1984).

factors of the linear-potential,we used an iterative procedure of ling guessing [8] IL P. Feynman, R. B. Leighton, and M. Sands, Tke Fqmmm, Lectures msa value for the bound state mass to be inserted into the confining potentials,
then solving the eigenvalue problem and seeking a self-cousistent solution. For Pk_sics (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1965), Vol. III, p. 2-5.

all solutions other than the pion, the convergence of this procedure was rapid, as [9] P, C. Tmneijer and J. A. Tjon, Phys. Rev. C 42, 599 (1990); Phys. Left. B
the dependence in the linear potential is very mild for large values of the bound 277, 38 (1992); Phys. Rev. C 48, 896 (1993); P. C. Tiemeijer, University d
state umm (i.e. for p m 2M). The pion, on the other hand, required more care. Utrecht Ph. D. thesis (1993).
Finally, the number of basis functions were increased to check the convergence of

our solutions. Except for the pion, this was als0 in general rapid (n - 6). The [10] A. Archvad_, M. Chachkhunmbvili, snd T. Kopmleiahvili, to be publkhed
pion however, required significantly more (n = 16). The curves in Section IV in Few-Body Systems (1993).
were obtained using n = 40.
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